Boller: Pre-Columbian America
“Pre-Columbian America” originally appeared as chapter two in
Not So! by Paul F. Boller, Jr., Professor of History Emeritus at Texas
Christian University. The book was published in 1985.
Boller confronts the frequently distorted image of North America
prior to the massive white European onslaught initiated by explorer
Christopher Columbus in 1492. The pre-Columbian human existence
is commonly understood to be some sort of enchanted Shangri-La
wherein its inhabitants lived in perfect harmony amongst themselves
and humble partnership within the natural environment. In truth,
there was no such paradise.
Interesting and informative, “Pre-Columbian America” includes a big
bonus. Studiers of history take note. At the heart of Boller’s article is
an indictment of one of the chief impediments to learning authentic
history. Unfortunately, today’s skewed form of political correctness
has become integral with many Americans’ “knowledge” of certain
historical events.
Boller notes in the preface of his book that “the chronicles of
American history are strewn with myths, legends, fables, folklore,
misinformation, and misconceptions.” Some of these falsifications,
according to Boller, are “inadvertent” distortions of truth while
others are “deliberate” modifications for an agenda of deception.
Students of history must be on constant guard against tainted
versions of the past, whether incidental or purposeful.
Into his admonition regarding perverted political correctness Boller
weaves warning of a related factor which additionally undermines
learning history as it should be learned. Decontextualism (also
referred to as presentism) is “the moralizing passion for judging past
generations by present-day standards.”
All people and episodes of history are entitled to the unalienable
right of judgement founded on the total bank of knowledge available
at that precise past moment—and no further. To fantasize that a
crystal ball existed for all to see the future (and then adjust present
actions accordingly) is both smug and self-righteous which, frankly,
deviates from intelligent study. Boller quotes noted historian Paul
Fussell: “Understanding the past requires pretending that you don’t
know the future.” Easy? No. Essential? Absolutely.

Boller concludes: “…in history there are no absolutes. [ T]he historian
deals with probabilities, not finalities.” Indeed, the responsible study
of history generates more questions than answers. It recognizes
infinitely many variances of gray—from very light to very dark—but
sends any episodes of unpolluted white or black out the door as
imposters. Approaching historical study as a contest of cultural
superiority is subversive to genuine scholarship.
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 Why is Paul Boller qualified to write about this subject?

 What is decontextualism? What place does it occupy in responsible
study of history?

 List four scholars mentioned by Boller in the article for the purpose of
supporting his statements.

 What are some of the “kinds of wickedness” cited by Boller? Which
group(s) is/are guilty of committing these actions?

 Besides various forms of violence, what other behavior fell short of
present-day standards, according to Boller?

 What did the “European invasion of the New World” introduce? What
do historians call the mixing process of things, ideas, and germs
between the Native American and European cultures?

 Write a statement (perhaps 2-3 sentences) that would make a
responsible, historically accurate summary of Boller’s article.

 There is a proper way to study history (APUSHers need to know this).
Identify and briefly explain three improprieties on the part of anyone
wanting to genuinely understand the past which could fuel a distorted
view of a particular moment in history. In other words, list three
behaviors that can make history more like a fairy tale than reality.

